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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
Dear authors! I read with pleasure and interest the manuscript entitled "The Role of

Optical Coherence Tomography in Barret’s Esophagus" submitted to the Artificial

Intelligence in Gastrointestinal Endoscopy. The manuscript is a narrative review on

optical coherence tomography (OTC) technique, and its application in patients with

Barrett's oesophagus. Although a number of papers has already been published, the

subject of the manuscript is still actual, as advanced versions of OCT become available.

The manuscript is written with plain language, well-structured and easy-to-read. I see

no major flaws and would recommend minor revision in the context of written below. 1.

"Barrett's esophagus" is more widespread in the literature then "Barret’s Esophagus". I

would suggest to be in line with the authors of other 10,506 papers (by PubMed) who

used the first version of spelling. Still, there are other 127 manuscripts with the same

version as your. Please, consider revision. 2. Association of the covered matter with

characteristic scope of the journal (Artificial intelligence) is not described. Please,

consider to add some information to make the manuscript in line with journal's scope. 3.

It seems that the Cor tip section requires revision to emphasize main ideas, described

further.
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